
Co-Mailing With Royle Brought Huge Savings for 
Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems’ Magazine

Before working with Royle Printing, the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems did 
not use co-mailing services when distributing their monthly magazine. Over time, their 
Royle Account Executive proposed the idea to shift to co-mailing with a potential of huge 
savings on their bottom line. Once they moved their publication to Royle, the Association 
for Unmanned Vehicle Systems began co-mailing their magazine only to discover an 
average savings of $400 per month! 

Their Account Executive had taken it upon them-self to keep track of their savings and 
found after utilizing Royle’s co-mail service, they saved enough to cover the full production 
cost of a single issue each year. This is yet another story of hidden savings being discovered 
due to the expertise and knowledge a Royle Account Executive brings to each client. 

Curious to how the fully-automated co-mailing process works? Different catalogs and 
magazines from multiple streams are fed into a single mail stream that is addressed 
(ink jet), sorted and then bundled in mail-carrier route order. The carrier-route sorted 
bundles are then drop shipped to SCFs (Sectional Consolidation Facilities) deep within the 
USPS. Co-Mailing enables lower-volume mailings to receive significant postage 
discounts that would not have otherwise met sortation discount criteria.

A few things to consider...

• Royle offers 2 co-mail pools per week; averaging 2MM+ pieces per pool

• All pools are processed with Smart-Soft software; optimizing discounts and ensuring 
all pieces have an optimal position in the co-mail pool

• Clear, concise invoices without any unexpected charges

Have a Royle Account Executive price out your cost to produce your next publication with 
co-mailing services today by calling (608) 837-5161 or visiting our website www.royle.com 
and filling out an online form of your specifications.
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Co-Mailing Could Provide 
Hidden & Huge Savings

About Us
Royle Printing offers high quality, heatset web and sheetfed printing to publishers 
& catalogers all across the United States. Experience the Royle Difference with our 
unique offerings and services that go well beyond paper and ink. Our success lies with 
the knowledge and expertise of our team. Going well beyond paper and ink to provide 
creative & adaptable resources to our clients.

Contact Us
745 S Bird St, Sun Prairie
WI USA 53590
T: (608) 837-5161
F: (608) 825-2735
E: info@royle.com


